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A Note on 1う-Basis of a Regular Local Ring 




Let (R， m) be a noetherian regular local ring with a quasi-coefficient field k of 
characteristic ρand S be a subring of R containing RP such that R is finite over S. The 
purpose of this paper is to prov巴thatif D.(R)=Ds(R)， than R have aρ七asisover S 
1. Preliminaries. 
In this paper， al rings ar己assumedto be commutative noetherian and to contain an 
identity element. Let p be always a prime number. Let R be旦ringof characteristic ρand 
RP denote the subring {xPI XER}. Let S be a subring of R. A subset B of R is said to 
be 1りind巴pendentover S ifthe monomials b1 e，.0 0 bn '"， where b1，'固・，bn are distinct elements 
of B and 0三ei~ρ-1， are linearly independent ov巴rRP[S]. B is call巴daρbasisof R 
over S ifit isρindependent over S and Rρ[S，B] =R. Let R be a ring and let m be an 
ideal of R. A ring R is called an m-adic ring if R is topologized by taking mn(ηニ1，2， 
一・)as a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero 
Let R be an m-adic ring. An R-module E is an m-adic R-module if E is endowed 
with the topology in which m nE(n=l， 2，・固園)form a fundamental system of neighborhoods. 
An R-module E is said to be separated if n mnE =0. 
2. Lemmas巴
We shall begin with a definition and then list the needed lemmas about m.-adic 
di妊erentialmodule. The proofs of thos巴lemmasare done by the standard arguments and 
we shall omit them 
Let R be a P-algebra and let m be an ideal of R. We shall assume that R is an m 
adic ring. W巴definethe m-adic P-differential module of R， denoted by IJp(R)， as the 
R-module satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) There exists a P -derivation J R/P from R into IJ p(R) 
(2) IJ p(R) is g巴neratedover R by JR/px， XεR. 
(3) IJp(R) is a separated m.-adic R-module 
(4) For any P-derivation D of R into a separat巴dm-adic R-module E， 
there exists an R-linear map h from IJp(R) into E such that 
Dx二 h(JR/px) for al xεR. 
Lemma 1 ([l]Proposition 1). Let R be a P-algebra and let m be an ideal 01 R and 
assume that R is仰 m-adicring. Let Dp(R) be P-d:ザerentialmodule 01 R. Then the m 
adic P-d紛争rentialmodule Dp(R) exists and is determined uniquely up to R-isomor-
ρhism. Moreover Dp(R) is given by 
IJp(R)=Dp(R)j n mnDp(R) 
Lemma 2 ([1] Corollary 2). 11 D p(R) is a separated m -adic R -module，ωe have 
IJ p(R) = D p(R) 
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Let R be an m -adic ring and let T be an n-adic R-algebra with a ring homomor 
phismf: R→T， such that f(l)=1. We shall assume that f satisfies the condition 
(1) f(m)cn. 
Lemma 3 ([lJTheorem 3). Let R be an m-adic ring and let R* be the m.-adic 
completion of R目 LetT be an R-a伝ebrasatis)シingthe condition (1) 
Assume that (T， n)is a Zariski ring and IJ R(T) is a finite T -module and let T* be the 
n.-adic completion of T. Thenωe have 
IJ w(T*)=IJ R(Tつ=T*②TIJR(T).
Lemma 4 ([3]938 ~roposition). Let R be a local ring of characterisiticρand S be a 
subring of R containing Rρsuch that R is finite over S. If D s(R) is a free R -module with 
dx" .一，dxr(Xiξ R)α5 a basis， then X" "'， XT form aρ-basis of R over S 
Lemma 5 ([lJProposition 10). Let R be a formalρoωer series ring in n-variables X" 
…， Xn over a ring S and let m be the ideal of R generated by (X" .・，Xn)・Then the m 
adic S-dijferential module IJs(R) is free module of rank n. 
3. Results. 
Proposition 6. Let (R， m) be a regular local ring with a quasi-coe，がcientfield k and 
S be a subr初gof R. Assume thatωe have Dk(R) = D s(R). If D s(R) is a finite R -module， 
then Ds(R) is a free R-module 
Proof. Let R* denote the m-adic completion of R. Since R is a regular local ring ， 
Rネ isregular. Let us put dimR = r. Since k also is a quasi-coefficient field of R* and 
(R*)*ニRキ，Rキ containsa coefficient field K containing k. Therefore， R* is expressed as 
a formal power series ring K [X" •…, X T] , where K =R* / m * =R/ m. Since Ds(R) is finite， 
D s(R) is separated and we have IJ s(R) = D s(R) by Lemma 2. Then， by Lemma 3， we have 
(2) ÎJs(Rっさ R*③RÎJs(R)~R*③RÎJs(R)
From our assumption Dk(R)ニ Ds(R)and (2)， we have IJs(RっさIJk(R不).Since K is 
formally etale over k， we have Dk(K)=O. Therefore， we see that Dk(R*) and DK(R*) are 
isomorphic by Theorem 57 of [3J and we h丘veÎJk(R*)~ÎJK(R*). So， by L巴mma5， IJs 
(R*)主IJK(R")=IJ K(K[X"…， XT]I) is a free module of rank r and since R is faithfully 
flat， Ds(R)=Dk(R) is free. Thus the proof is complete， 
Theorem 7. Let (R， m) be a local ring with coefficient field k of characteristicρand 
S be a subring of R containing RP such that R is finite over S. Assume that we have Dk 
(R)二 Ds(R).If R is regula冗 thenR has a p-basis over S. 
Proof. Since R is finite over S， Ds(R) is a finite R-module. Therefore， our theorem 
is proved by Proposition 6 and Lemma 4 
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